We prove that there are no edge-chromatic 4-critical graphs of order 12.
Introduction
A well-known theorem of Vizing [4] states that: ifG is a simple graph with maximum degree A, then the edge chromatic number z'(G) of G is A or A + 1. A graph G is said to be of class 1 if z'(G) = A, and it is said to be of class 2 if Z'(G) = A + 1. G is said to be (edge-chromatic) critical if it is connected, class 2, and Z'(G-e)< z'(G) for every edge e. A critical graph G with maximum degree A is called A-critical. It is easy to construct critical graphs of odd order but not of even order. The smallest known critical graph of even order is 4-critical and has order 18: it is due to M.A. Fiol Isee Yap [6, p. 35] ). It is also known that there are no critical graphs of even order less than 12 and that there are no 3-critical graphs of order 12 or 14. Motivated by this and the fact that smallest counter examples usually possess interesting properties, Yap [6, p. 49 ] has posed the following:
Problem. Does there exist a critical graph of order 12, 14, or 167 Our aim in this paper is to show that there are no 4-critical graphs of order 12. Let G=(V,E) be a graph with n vertices, m edges, maximum degree A(G) and minimum degree 6(G denotes the subgraph of G induced by S, and ] I-S] [ denotes ]E I-S-] 1. Following Yap 1, 6] , we say that a vertex v is major if degG(v)=A(G), and minor otherwise. The number of vertices of degree j in G is denoted by nj(G). As usual, l"' 2 "2 ... k "~ denotes the sequence in which j is repeated n~ times. All our graphs are simple, unless otherwise stated.
To prove our result, we require the following results. The first of these is crucial and is commonly known as Vizing's adjacency lemma (VAL).
(R1) (VAL) In a A-critical graph G, if vw is an edge and deg(v)= k, then w is adjacent with at least A-k+ 1 other vertices of degree A. In particular, G has atleast A-6+2 major vertices (see [-5] ).
(R2) If G is of class 2, then G contains a k-critical subgraph Jor each k satisfying 2 ~< k ~< A (G) (see (l,5] (R4) The three graphs shown in Fig. 1 are the only critical graphs of order 5.
(R5) If G is a 3-critical graph of order less than 12, then n(G) is 231°,2338,238,2336,236 or 234.
(R6) Every A-critical graph (A ~>3) of order 12 has a 1-factor. (R7) (i)Every connected graph with degree sequence 36,223243,122234,3244, 223244,2234,3444,2434, or 1335 is of class 1.
(ii) Every connected graph with degree sequence 2245, 2246 or 12235 in which no two minor vertices are adjacent is of class 1.
The details of the proofs for (R5)-(R7) are omitted because the standard techniques Tutte's 1-factor theorem and VAL yield the results.
(R8) Let G be a A-critical graph of even order n =2r with (r-1)A +k edges. If v and w are adjacent vertices, then deg (v) + deg(w) >~ A + k + 1.
Proof. Let e = uv. Let C : E(G-e)--* { 1, 2, --., A } be a A-edge-colouring of G-e, and let Ei be the set of edges coloured i. For a vertex v, let C(v) denote the set of colours 
Since, m(G-e)=(r-1)A + k-1, we get the required inequality. Since the argument is the same in all these cases, here we prove only the cases (2349,238) and (3448,2336). We count the number of edges in IS, T] and arrive at a contradiction.
Assume (re(G), re(H))= (2349, 238). The argument is the same for all the above cases. Hence, here we prove only the cases (2349,2336) and (2349,234). We find a new 1-factor F' of G and arrive at a contradiction.
Assume (rc(G),rt(H))=(2349,2336). Now, rt~_v(T)= 13. Let T= {vx,v2,v3}. The unique 3-critical graph H with zc(H)=2336 is shown in Fig. 2(i) . We observe that H has girth 5; so no graph with girth ~<4 and with degree sequence 1339 contains H. Our aim is to find a new 1-factor F' such that G-F' z~H. By VAL,
F'={X1Xg,X2X5,X3X6,1~l~Pl,bI21)2, U3U3} is a 1-factor in G--F (see Fig. 2(ii) ).
Consider the graph K = G-F'. We claim that the girth of K is less than 5. Assume the contrary. C:xlx2u2x3x4u3xsx6ulxl is a 9-cycle in K. Since, degK(ul)=3, and (i), holds ulx3 or ulx4 is an edge in K; otherwise K has girth XI X 2 X6~ X3 Consider the almost 1-factor F'=F--{ttlU'l,U2U'2}~ I/,/IU 2 = {ul u'l, u2 u~, x4}. By contracting S to a single vertex in G-F', we obtain a connected graph K with degree sequence 12235,in which the two vertices of degree 2 are non-adjacent. By R7, K is 3-edge-colorable. By contracting T to a single vertex in G-F', we obtain either a simple connected graph L with degree sequence 3 6 or a multigraph isomorphic with the 3-edge-colorable graph in Fig. 6 . By (R7), L is 3-edge-colorable. Hence, G--F' is 3-edge-colorable and so G is 4-edge-colorable. So, next assume that only two of the vertices, say u] and u~ in V, are in S; But then by VAL, x=u'l; that is T'={u2,u3,vl,U2,u3} is matched under 1 Fig. 4. [-,5, T]G-v, = {4x, ~', tiff' }. By contracting S (and T) in G -F', we show as above that G--F' is 3-edge-colorable and so G is 4-edge-colorable.
Suppose G-F is G2. Assume that [[S, T]o~F[=3. F'={13,25,4x, vlv2, vau3} is an almost 1-factor in G2=G-F. Consider G-F'. I[S, T]G_r,]=3. So as above, we contract S (and T) and show that G-F' is 3-edge-colorable and so G is 4-edge-colorable. Next assume that I J-S, T]G ~ F I = 5. Let u 1 u~, u2 u£, ua u~ ~F. We can now proceed exactly as before to show that G is 4-edge-colorable. 
